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ABSTRACT: Understanding of clusters of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) is important in several applications in Chemistry. Despite its
importance, very few studies of DMSO clusters, (DMSO)n, have been reported in comparison to systems such as water clusters or
methanol clusters. In order to provide further understanding of DMSO clusters, we investigated the structures and non-covalent interac-
tions of the (DMSO)n, n = 5. Therefore, the potential energy surface (PES) of the DMSO pentamer has been examined using classical
molecular dynamics. The structures generated using classical molecular dynamics are further optimized at the PW6B95D3/aug-cc-
pVDZ level of theory. To comprehend the non-covalent bondings in the DMSO pentamer, we carried out a quatum theory of atoms in
molecule (QTAIM) analysis. In addition, the effects of temperature on the structural stability is investigated between 20 and 500 K. It
comes out that seven different kind of non-covalent bondings can be found in DMSO pentamers.

KEYWORDS: DMSO pentamer; Non-Covalent Bondings; Structures; Relative energies; QTAIM analysis.

1 Introduction1

Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) is a solvent that is often used in in-2

dustries and in Chemistry. Understanding its behaviour and pro-3

cesses taking place therein at molecular level are thus very impor-4

tant. Structures of DMSO clusters are important for the descrip-5

tion of liquid DMSO. By using the quantum cluster equilibrium6

(QCE) theory1–5, one can determine and compute some interest-7

ing properties of liquid DMSO provided the structures of DMSO8

clusters are known. QCE uses the Cartesian coordinates, the rela-9

tive energies, as well as the harmonic or anharmonic frequencies10

of DMSO clusters to determine the properties of liquid DMSO.11

In addition, DMSO clusters are very useful for theoretical de-12

scription of processes taking place in DMSO solution. DMSO13

clusters can be used for example in the description of solvation14

processes of ions in DMSO, or ion transfer processes from/to15

DMSO. Despite its importance, very few studies of DMSO clus-16

ters, (DMSO)n, have been reported in comparison to systems such17

as water clusters6–10 or methanol clusters11–14.18

Venkataramanan et al.15 investigated the structures of the19

DMSO clusters from dimer to 13-mer using different computa-20

tional levels of theory. Their investigations have been limited to21

some structures where linear arrangements of DMSO molecules22

in the clusters were found more favorable. Therefore, the struc-23

tures reported by the authors are not necessarily the most favor-24

able structures on the potential energy surfaces (PESs) of the con-25

sidered clusters. For these linear structures of the DMSO clusters,26

the authors reported the binding energies using M05-2X, M06-27

2X, B3LYP, and MP2 levels of theory. In addition, Venkatara-28

manan and Suvitha16 reported the nature of bonding and coopera-29

tivity for the structures of DMSO clusters from dimer to octamer,30

(DMSO)n=2−8. The authors have carried out the calculations us-31

∗ E-mail: MalloumA@ufs.ac.za; Tel: +237 695 15 10 56

ing the B3LYP-D3 functional associated to the 6-311++G(d,p) 32

basis set. The authors showed that the computed binding energies 33

and polarizabilities are evidence of the existence of cooperativity 34

effect in linear DMSO clusters. It is worth noting that Venkatara- 35

manan and Suvitha15 have also considered linear arrangements of 36

the DMSO molecules in the studied clusters. Recently, we thor- 37

oughly investigated the PES of the DMSO clusters from dimer 38

to tetramer at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory17. In ad- 39

dition, we reported the study of non-covalent bondings and the 40

binding energies using 10 different DFT functionals. The func- 41

tionals are benchmarked to the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/CBS level of 42

theory. The study showed that the functionals PW6B95D3 and 43

ωB97XD are the most suitable functionals for the study of the 44

DMSO clusters17. Therefore, in the current investigation, we 45

adopt the PW6B95D3 functional to study the DMSO pentamer. 46

Apart from the two aforementioned studies15,16, to the best of 47

our knowledge, no explicit investigations of DMSO clusters have 48

been reported in the literature. However, some investigations 49

based on the interactions of DMSO with other molecules have 50

been reported by few authors. Nikolakis and coworkers18 re- 51

ported the investigation of the DMSO-fructose and DMSO-water 52

binary mixture using classical molecular dynamics and ab-initio 53

methods. Zakharov et al.19 reported the interactions of water- 54

DMSO mixtures with cellulose. Besides, several authors reported 55

the investigation of DMSO-water binary mixture using different 56

computational approaches20–22. 57

It follows from the exploration of the literature, that very few 58

studies have been devoted to DMSO clusters. Although DMSO 59

clusters from dimer to 13-mer have been reported, only linear 60

structures (linear arrangements of molecules in clusters) have 61

been identified as most favorable. Consequently, no explicit ex- 62

ploration of the potential energy surface of the clusters has been 63

reported. Considering the role of all possible isomers in the ac- 64

curate description of the cluster’s population, it is important to 65
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investigate all possible structures of a specific DMSO n−mer.66

Therefore, in this work, we performed a thorough exploration of67

the potential energy surface of the DMSO pentamer using two in-68

cremental levels of theory. Initial configurations are generated us-69

ing classical molecular dynamics. The generated configurations70

are further optimized at the PW6B95D3/aug-cc-pVDZ level of71

theory. Furthermore, the effects of temperature on the structural72

stability are assessed between 20 and 500 K. Finally, we carried73

out a QTAIM analysis of the five lowest energy isomers to find74

all possible non-covalent bondings in the DMSO pentamer.75

2 Methodology76

In this section, we are presenting the theoretical and computa-77

tional details of the investigations performed in this work. We78

start by presenting the method used for the sampling of initial79

guessed structures (see subsection 2.1). Finally, we present some80

specific details on the computational methods and the programs81

used for the investigations (see subsection 2.2).82

2.1 Sampling initial structures83

The most important task in the exploration of a potential energy84

surface (PES) is the sampling of the possible geometries (or struc-85

tures). In this work, we used classical molecular dynamics as86

implemented in ABCluster23,24 for the geometry sampling. The87

ABCluster has been used to generate several initial geometries88

of the DMSO pentamer for higher order optimization. To gen-89

erate the geometries, ABCluster uses a classical potential which90

consider only electrostatic and Lenard-Jones contributions. It is91

expressed by the following equation:92

U =
N

∑
I=1

N

∑
J<I

∑
iI

∑
jJ

(
e2

4πε0

qiI q jJ
riI jJ

+4εiI jJ

((
σiI jJ
riI jJ

)12
−
(

σiI jJ
riI jJ

)6
))

.

(1)
Where I and J are the indices of the molecules, iI and jJ are the93

indices of the atoms in molecules I and J, respectively. riI jJ is94

the distance between atom iI and jJ . There are three parameters95

to set in order to achieve the desired accuracy for exploration of96

PESs using ABCluster: the maximum cycle number gmax, the size97

of the trial solution population SN, and the scout limit glimit . In98

this work, we used gmax = 5000, SN = 60, and glimit = 4. AB-99

Cluster generates several structures that are similar one to an-100

other. Therefore, from the generated structures, we select those101

that are different one from another for further optimization at the102

PW6B95D3/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. ABCluster has been103

used in our previous works to generate geometries of ammonia104

clusters25–27, water clusters28, and ethanol clusters29,30. Further-105

more, ABCluster has been used in atmospheric and environmen-106

tal sciences in order to locate the most stable structures of at-107

mospheric clusters31–34. Recently, a compilation of several stud-108

ies, which have successfully used ABCluster for different appli-109

cations, has been reported by Zhang and Glezakou35. Therefore,110

we are very confident that the geometries generated by ABCluster111

are reliable and can be used for higher order optimization.112

2.2 Computational details 113

Initial guessed structures generated by ABCluster are opti- 114

mized at the PW6B95D3/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. The 115

PW6B95D3 functional36 has been used in our previous works 116

and has been found to be among the best functional in calcu- 117

lating the binding energies of ethanol clusters37 and ammonia 118

clusters38. In addition, PW6B95D3 has shown a good perfor- 119

mance in computing the interaction energies of acetonitrile clus- 120

ters39. Gaussian 16 suite of programs40 is used to optimize the 121

geometries from ABCluster. Frequencies are calculated at the 122

same computational level in Gaussian 16. The optimization have 123

been performed using the tight option of the optimization to get 124

more reliable global and local minima. The ultrafine grid is used 125

for accurate integrals calculations. 126

Temperature effects are assessed between 20 to 500 K (tem-
perature near the boiling point of DMSO liquid) using canonical
distribution. It is well known that the structural stability depends
on the temperature6,7,41–43. The probabilities are calculated using
the Boltzmann distribution:

Pk(T ) =
exp(−βGk(T ))

∑i exp(−βGi(T ))
. (2)

Where, β = kBT , kB is the Boltzmann constant, Gk(T ) is the free 127

energy of the kth isomer of the DMSO pentamer at temperature 128

T . The probabilities are calculated using the program TEMPO 129

published by Fifen et al.44,45. We have used TEMPO is our past 130

works to assess the effects temperature46–50. 131

To comprehend the nature of non-covalent bondings (and 132

therefore, the hydrogen bond Networks) of the DMSO pentamer, 133

we carried out a QTAIM analysis of the five most stable struc- 134

tures. The AIMAll program51 is used for QTAIM analysis. 135

3 Results and discussions 136

We start by presenting the located structures of the DMSO 137

pentamer and their relative energies as optimized at the 138

PW6B95D3/aug-cc-PVDZ level of theory (see subsection 3.1). 139

Then we present the effects of temperature on the located struc- 140

tures by reporting their relative probabilities as function of tem- 141

perature (see subsection 3.1). Finally, we present the QTAIM 142

analysis and the non-covalent bondings available in the structures 143

of the DMSO pentamer (see subsection 3.2). 144

3.1 Structures and relative population of DMSO pentamer 145

We have optimized with the PW6B95D3 functional all the struc- 146

tures generated using ABCluster. After full optimization of the 147

structures, few geometries ended to be the same isomers. We 148

have then eliminate all redundant geometries to select 37 isomers 149

of the DMSO pentamer. In Figure 1 and Figure 2, we report the 150

selected isomers of the DMSO pentamer. These figures include 151

also the relative energies of the isomers with ZPE corrections. 152

The reported isomers cover the relative energy spectrum from 0.0 153

to 14.5 kcal/mol. 154
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3 Results and discussions 3.1 Structures and relative population of DMSO pentamer

a DMSO5 1 0.0 b DMSO5 2 0.3 c DMSO5 3 0.4 d DMSO5 4 0.4 e DMSO5 5 0.7

f DMSO5 6 0.8 g DMSO5 7 0.9 h DMSO5 8 1.1 i DMSO5 9 1.1 j DMSO5 10 1.2

k DMSO5 11 1.3 l DMSO5 12 1.4 m DMSO5 13 1.6 n DMSO5 14 1.8 o DMSO5 15 1.8

p DMSO5 16 2.0 q DMSO5 17 2.4 r DMSO5 18 2.6 s DMSO5 19 2.7 t DMSO5 20 2.8

Fig. 1 Structures and relative energies of DMSO pentamer at the PW6B95D3/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. Energies (in kcal/mol) include zero point energy (ZPE)
corrections. Small gray spheres are hydrogen atoms, big gray spheres are carbon atoms, yellow spheres are sulfur atoms while red spheres are oxygen atoms. The ZPE
corrected electronic energy of DMSO5 1 is −2768.281478 au.

As can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2, the structures are re-155

ported in the increasing order of their relative stability. The most156

stable structure is the DMSO5 1 isomer. DMSO5 1 is formed of157

a cyclic trimer and a dimer branched in folded position. The next158

three stable isomers (DMSO5 2, DMSO5 3, and DMSO5 4)159

lay at 0.3, 0.4 and 0.4 kcal/mol above DMSO5 1, respectively.160

These three isomers are constituted of a folded cyclic tetramer161

and one DMSO molecule interacting with it. Generally, the lo-162

cated isomers of the DMSO pentamer have no definite symmetry,163

and exhibit an amorphous behaviour. Nevertheless, some struc-164

tural trends can be seen in some isomers. Several isomers can be165

seen as folded cyclic structure of the DMSO pentamer (see for ex-166

ample isomers DMSO5 7 to DMSO5 11 in Figure 1). Some iso- 167

mers of the DMSO pentamer can be seen as folded cyclic tetramer 168

and one DMSO molecule in branched position (see for example 169

isomers DMSO5 31 to DMSO5 35 in Figure 2). Furthermore, 170

one should note that some isomers of the DMSO pentamer does 171

not fit into the description of cyclic and branched cyclic structure, 172

and thus will be considered amorphous. 173

It comes out from the literature that very few authors reported 174

the structures of the DMSO clusters. The only meaningful study 175

of the DMSO clusters were performed by Venkataramanan and 176

coworkers15,16. The authors reported the structures of the DMSO 177

clusters for n = 2− 13. The optimization of the structures have 178
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a DMSO5 21 3.1 b DMSO5 22 3.2 c DMSO5 23 3.2 d DMSO5 24 3.2 e DMSO5 25 3.3

f DMSO5 26 3.3 g DMSO5 27 3.4 h DMSO5 28 3.4 i DMSO5 29 3.4 j DMSO5 30 3.9

k DMSO5 31 4.9 l DMSO5 32 4.9 m DMSO5 33 5.3 n DMSO5 34 6.2 o DMSO5 35 6.7

p DMSO5 36 7.3 q DMSO5 37 14.5

Fig. 2 Figure 1 continue - Structures and relative energies of the DMSO pentamer at the PW6B95D3/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. Energies (in kcal/mol) include
zero point energy (ZPE) corrections. Small gray spheres are hydrogen atoms, big gray spheres are carbon atoms, yellow spheres are sulfur atoms while red spheres are
oxygen atoms.

been performed using three DFT functionals. Their investigations179

showed that only linear arrangement of DMSO molecules in the180

clusters are favorable. Thus, for the DMSO pentamer, the authors181

reported two different linear structures labelled DMSO5 18 and182

DMSO5 37 in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The isomer DMSO5 18 is183

constituted of two dimers and the DMSO monomer interacting to-184

gether in linear arrangement. The isomer DMSO5 18 which has185

been claimed to be the most favorable, is reported in this work to186

be 2.6 kcal/mol higher in energy. The isomer DMSO5 37 is the187

least stable among the structures of the DMSO pentamer located188

in this work. Moreover, its relative energy exhibit a consider-189

able gap as compared to other isomers, indicating its less stabil-190

ity. This can be understandable, considering the fact that folded191

structures can form more non-covalent interactions as compared192

to linear structures. Moreover, it has been found in our previ- 193

ous studies on methanol clusters and ethanol clusters, that the 194

linear structures are less stable than folded cyclic structures and 195

branched cyclic structures14,37. 196

In addition to the relative energies at the PW6B95D3/aug-cc- 197

pVDZ level of theory, we optimized all 37 isomers of the DMSO 198

pentamer at the ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ and the M06/aug-cc- 199

pVDZ levels of theory. We reported the relative energies at these 200

levels of theory in the related data article. The relative energies 201

at these three levels of theory follow different trends. The three 202

levels of theory predicted different isomers to be the most stable 203

structure of the DMSO pentamer. At the ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ 204

level of theory, the isomer DMSO5 12 is predicted to be the most 205

stable isomer, while the isomer DMSO5 16 is found to be the 206
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3 Results and discussions 3.2 Non-covalent interactions in DMSO pentamer

most stable structure at the M06/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory.207

However, it has been found that the three levels of theory pre-208

dicted the linear isomer DMSO5 37 to be the least stable struc-209

ture. One should note that up to 09 isomers reported in Figure 1210

and Figure 2 have optimized to a transition state structures at the211

M06/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. Moreover, the relative ener-212

gies at the M06/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory are unusually high213

as compared to those calculated at PW6B95D3/aug-cc-pVDZ and214

ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory.215

Having located 35 different isomers of the DMSO pentamer,216

we are now interested in understanding their contributions to217

the cluster’s population. Thus, we calculated the temperature-218

dependent probabilities of the isomers of the DMSO pentamer219

between 20 and 500 K. The calculated probabilities are plotted220

in Figure 3. Most of the isomers have no contributions to the221

clusters’ population with a probability of 0% for the investigated222

temperature range. Some isomers have their probabilities lower223

than 5% at high temperatures. In this work, we consider all con-224

tributions lower than 5% to be negligible. Consequently, to avoid225

cumbersomeness, we present in Figure 3 only the structures hav-226

ing a probability equal to or higher than 5%.227

Fig. 3 Relative population/probabilities of the structures of the DMSO pentamer
between 20 and 500 K. We reported in this plot only the structures with probabil-
ities higher or equal 5%.

The results show that only five isomers (the first five most sta-228

ble isomers in Figure 1) have meaningful contributions to the229

cluster’s population. All other isomers have negligible contri-230

butions to the population of the DMSO pentamer, according to231

the Boltzmann distribution. The isomer DMSO5 1 dominates232

the cluster’s population between 20 and 500 K. At low temper-233

atures, the compactness of DMSO5 1 is responsible of its high234

stability, hence its 100% dominance. With increasing tempera-235

ture, the isomer DMSO5 1 loses its compactness, therefore, its236

probability decreases. However, DMSO5 1 has higher stability237

than the other isomers at all temperatures (20 to 500 K). This238

result indicates that with the increase of temperature the isomer239

DMSO5 1 still has the lowest total Gibbs free energy. It also in-240

dicates the strong stability of the isomer DMSO5 1. The other 241

four isomers (DMSO5 2 to DMSO5 5) contribute to the clus- 242

ter’s population with about 10% each, for temperatures higher 243

than 100 K (see Figure 3). Thus, it can be concluded that the pop- 244

ulation of the DMSO pentamer is constituted of the contribution 245

from the isomers DMSO5 1 to DMSO5 5. This result shows 246

that only the five most stable isomers of the DMSO pentamer are 247

required to compute the gas phase properties of the DMSO pen- 248

tamer between 20 and 500 K, and the stability order stayed the 249

same. As we stated in the methodology section, several authors 250

reported the change of the stability order of the isomer when the 251

temperature is increased. Detailed investigations have been re- 252

ported for the water clusters6,7,41–43. In addition, we have also 253

reported the effects of temperature on the structural stability of 254

the protonated ammonia clusters52,53, and the results were sup- 255

ported by experimental data. 256

3.2 Non-covalent interactions in DMSO pentamer 257

Knowledge of non-covalent bonding is important to properly 258

study the bonding networks in DMSO clusters. To comprehend 259

and identify the interactions taking place in DMSO clusters, we 260

carried out a QTAIM analysis for the five low energy isomers 261

of the DMSO pentamer. QTAIM analysis explore the electron 262

density, ρ , hypersurface of molecules to identify all the extrema 263

(minima, maxima and saddle points). The extrema, where the first 264

order derivatives of the electron density vanishes, are also called 265

critical points. The nature of the critical points is defined by the 266

signature of the second derivatives of the electron density, ∇2ρ: 267

atom critical point (3, -3); bond critical point (3, -1); ring critical 268

point (3, 1); and cage critical point (3, 3). Two atomic points are 269

usually linked by a bond path. Each bond path has a bond critical 270

point (BCP), which is located where the electron density passes 271

through its minimum on the path. The study of the topology of ρ , 272

∇2ρ , and the properties of BCP provides a universal description 273

of chemical bondings between atoms54. It is possible to identify 274

the type of a given chemical bonding by knowing the value of the 275

electron density, and the Laplacian of the electron density, at a 276

bond critical point55. When the Laplacian of ρ at a BCP is neg- 277

ative, the corresponding bonding is a covalent bond. However, 278

when the Laplacian of ρ at a BCP is positive, the corresponding 279

bonding is a non-covalent bonding56,57. Weak hydrogen bond- 280

ings as well as van der Waals interactions are attributed to bond- 281

ings where the Laplacian of ρ is positive, and ρ is weak at the 282

corresponding BCPs55. To attribute the label hygrogen bonding 283

to a chemical bonding, the value of ρ and ∇2ρ at BCP should 284

be between 0.024 and 0.139 ea−5
0 for ∇2ρ , and 0.002 and 0.035 285

ea−3
0 for ρ 58. After performing the QTAIM analysis for the five 286

lowest energy structures of the DMSO pentamer, we reported in 287

Figure 4 the bond paths and the critical points. Solid lines are 288

used to represent covalent bondings, while dashes lines are used 289

to represent non-covalent bondings. In addition, the properties of 290

BCPs are reported in the related data article. These properties in- 291

clude the electron density, the Laplacian of the electron density, 292

the ellipticity, and more. 293

It follows from our investigations that there are seven different 294
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a DMSO5 1 0.0 b DMSO5 2 0.3

c DMSO5 3 0.4 d DMSO5 4 0.4

e DMSO5 5 0.7

Fig. 4 Bond critical points (BCPs), ring critical points (RCPs), cage critical points (CCPs) and bond paths (BPs) of the five most stable structures of the DMSO
pentamer. Covalent bond paths are reported in solid lines while dash lines represent non-covalent bond paths.
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References References

Table 1 Maximum and Minimum values of the electron density, ρ , and the Lapla-
cian of the electron density, ∇2ρ , at bond critical points.

ρ (ea−3
0 ) ∇2ρ (ea−5

0 )
Bonding Min Max Min Max
CH· · ·O 0.0069 0.0167 0.0257 0.0487
CH· · ·S 0.0035 0.0084 0.0103 0.0309
CH· · ·C 0.0038 0.0054 0.0144 0.0220
S· · ·O 0.0026 0.0132 0.0076 0.0406
S· · ·C 0.0041 0.0048 0.0126 0.0153
S· · ·S 0.0066 0.0097 0.0184 0.0282
H· · ·H 0.0032 0.0051 0.0128 0.0200

types of non-covalent interactions in DMSO pentamers. These295

non covalent interactions as well as the maximum and minimum296

values of ρ and ∇2ρ at the bond critical points are reported in297

Table 1. Although they are reported in Table 1, very few CH· · ·C298

and S· · ·C bondings are identified in DMSO pentamers. The most299

common non-covalent bonding is the CH· · ·O hydrogen bonding.300

The results show that the hydrogen bondings are the strongest301

non-covalent bondings in DMSO pentamers. Besides, the H· · ·H302

bonding is the weakest non-covalent bonding of the DMSO pen-303

tamer considering the weak electron density at the corresponding304

BCPs. To get more insights on the relation between the stability305

of the isomers and their non-covalent interactions, we reported306

in Table 2 the type of number of non-covalent bondings for the307

five most stable structures. As can be seen in Table 2 the CH· · ·O308

hydrogen bonding is the most common non-covalent bondings in309

DMSO pentamers. In addition, it has been found that the sta-310

bility of the isomers is highly related to the number of CH· · ·O311

hydrogen bondings. The most stable structure, DMSO5 1, has312

the highest number of CH· · ·O hydrogen bondings (see Table 2).313

Besides, only few CH· · ·C, S· · ·S, and S· · ·C bonding interactions314

are found.315

Table 2 Type and number of non-covalent interactions in each of the five most
stable structures of the DMSO pentamer. DS5 1-DS5 5 represent DSM5 1-
DMSO5 5, respectively.

Bonding DS5 1 DS5 2 DS5 3 DS5 4 DS5 5
CH· · ·O 15 14 13 12 14
CH· · ·S 04 03 02 03 02
CH· · ·C 01 00 01 00 04
S· · ·O 08 08 08 09 08
S· · ·C 00 01 00 00 01
S· · ·S 01 01 01 02 01
H· · ·H 04 04 01 02 01

4 Conclusions316

In this work, we examined thoroughly the potential energy sur-317

face (PES) of the DMSO pentamer based on two different levels318

of approximation. We started by exploring the PES using classi-319

cal molecular dynamics to identify all guessed structures. Then,320

the guessed structures are optimized using the PW6B95D3 DFT321

functional associated to the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. After full op- 322

timization, thirty seven different isomers of the DMSO pentamer 323

are located within 14.5 kcal/mol. The results show that most of 324

the isomers of the DMSO pentamer exhibit an amorphous be- 325

haviour. However, some isomers are found to be having folded 326

cyclic and branched cyclic configurations. After reporting the 327

isomers and their relative energies, we examined the effects of 328

temperature on the structural stability. It follows that the lowest 329

energy structure has the highest probability in the cluster’s popu- 330

lation between 20 and 500 K. Furthermore, the results show that 331

only the five most stable isomers have meaningful contribution 332

to the DMSO pentamer’s population. The contribution of other 333

isomers are found to be negligible (probabilities < 5%). 334

To identify possible non-covalent bondings in DMSO clusters, 335

we carried out a QTAIM analysis for the first five low energy 336

structures of the DMSO pentamer. The investigations show that 337

seven non-covalent bonding can be identified in the DMSO pen- 338

tamer. Among the identified non-covalent bondings, the CH· · ·O 339

hydrogen bonds are found to be the strongest non-covalent in- 340

teractions. In addition, the H· · ·H bondings are found to be the 341

weakest chemical bonding in the DMSO pentamer. 342
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